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. Cannabis is still a Schedule I drug in the U.S. as of 2018, with no accepted medical use. While today it is available in many states, patients are still being arrested for the use of a substance that the federal government has been giving me since 1982. We need more people to learn about this remarkable med
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ur interest. Spread the word to all: Cannabis works! — Irvin Rosenfeld The longest surviving of the final two federal medical cannabis patients in the U.S. (read more on page 70). An Open Letter to Moms, Dads, Guardians, Friends, Etc. (of Cannabis Users) Dear Loved Ones: Your sons, daughters, nieces, ne
phews, uncles, aunts, grandparents, and friendly neighbors are smoking, eating, drinking, infusing their food, and using topical cannabis. Or they are very curious about doing so. But before you get too upset, it is my hope that you’ll read this book, gain a little knowledge, and begin an informed conversati
on. I’m looking forward to it. Did you know that: Cannabis was legal in the U.S. until 1937 43% of all U.S. adults have tried cannabis (Gallup, Inc. 2016) Among adult users, 54% are parents (Marist Poll 2017) 80% of older adults support use of medical cannabis with a doctor’s consent (Gabriel 2018) Sales of C
BD products have increased at a rate of 100% per year from 2014 to 2017 and show no signs of slowing (BDS Analytics 2017) Cannabis may have been one of the first plants that humans domesticated/farmed Cannabis grows naturally in most parts of the world that are not too cold It is only legal to grow he
mp in about two-thirds of the U.S. (plus a few states have started test or pilot programs), but we import a great deal of hemp and hemp seeds from China, Canada, Latin American countries like Chile and Uruguay, and France. As we learn more and more about this intriguing plant, you may want to consider 
how it could benefit you. If you have stress (ha! show me someone who has no stress), or perhaps your knees ache, or you have trouble sleeping, or you experience anxiety, you may be a good candidate for cannabis. There are ways to experience the benefits of cannabis, even if you don’t want to get high. 
And, it is natural. But whatever you think of cannabis now, if I’ve done my job, by the time you finish reading this book, you will learn a few things about this magnificent plant and will understand—or at least become curious about—its booming popularity. Much love, Your Cannabis Sons, Daughters, Nieces
, Nephews, Uncles, Aunts, Grandparents, and Friendly Neighbors P.S. Mom, last time we talked you said you like surprises. How did I do? INTRODUCTION If you had asked me several years ago what type of book I would be most likely to write, it would not have been a general introduction to cannabis. But t
hen my world was shaken when my older sister Theresa got cancer. As her body deteriorated, she was put on more and more meds until she didn’t know where or who she was. When family members visited in her final days, we talked a lot about care options and the use of medical cannabis came up again 
and again. The topic may have come up because a large part of my family still lives in Colorado—home of the first state to legalize recreational cannabis back in 2012. It was at that time my brothers and I began to not only see but start to explore the great possibilities and potential in cannabis. It was at that 
time I started my journey into the cannabis community. Cannabis legalization, whether medical or recreational, is growing, as is the research. In this emerging environment, reports on the medical possibilities of cannabis, especially as a natural alternative to traditional pain treatments, are increasing. Not o
nly states but entire countries—hello Uruguay and Canada!—are legalizing and embracing recreational cannabis. Recently, Vermont became the first state to legalize cannabis via the legislature instead of popular vote; New Jersey and New Hampshire are expected to follow shortly. States are opening up he
mp production for the first time in decades. Chefs are specializing in cooking with cannabis. There are even a number of studies saying that a compound found in cannabis, CBD (cannabidiol, pronounced can-na-bid-e-all) can be used to treat inflammation, anxiety, and other common conditions without gett
ing the user high. And unlike recreational marijuana, CBD is legal across the U.S. and is available in many forms. Any way you look at it, there is a lot going on. Like you, I am curious. And thanks to a globally connected world, I have been able to feed my curiosity by speaking with an amazing community of 
people. My journey has been filled with remarkable characters, great stories, and incredible experiences. I have been able to apprentice with an accomplished cannabis chef in Oregon and experience a cannabis club in Uruguay. I have spoken with CBD-growing nuns in California, a pro-cannabis sheriff in C
olorado, and a hemp attorney in Portland. I have met people for whom cannabis is a godsend—relieving pain, controlling seizures, mitigating tumors, and stimulating appetite where other treatments couldn’t. But what surprised me the most was how many people around me shared my curiosity. From the g
uys I play tennis with to my friends with parents suffering from joint pain, my questions were their questions. This book is the offspring of my journey and our questions. Whether you are interested in recreational or medical use, getting high or not getting high, cooking with cannabis, or simply becoming m
ore educated, my goal is to provide enough knowledge for you to be comfortable in this new pro-cannabis world and to give you the strategies to continue to learn. —Rob Mejia Chapter 1 THE HISTORY OF CANNABIS Cannabis is one of the most successful plants around. Like many plants used for nourish
ment, pain relief, and pleasure for eons, cannabis grows wild in many parts of the world. And it is big, big business. It is estimated that the legal market for cannabis in 2020 in the U.S. will surpass 44 billion dollars! These numbers are largely driven by adult recreational (and to a lesser degree, medical) user
s and grew by 26% over the previous year. In 2017, Colorado, which was the first state to legalize recreational cannabis, exceeded 1.5 billion dollars in legal sales and gained about 300 million dollars in tax revenue. Other nations that grow an impressive amount of cannabis include Colombia and Mexico (w
hich export a sizable percentage of their crops to the U.S.), India (but not much product is exported), Afghanistan (the single largest producer in the world), South Africa, the Netherlands, and Kazakhstan. Recent figures also show the UK has become a major medical cannabis producer. This is surprising, a
s the UK does not allow for recreational nor medical use. But as mentioned, cannabis is a diverse plant that grows wild in many different climates. I have witnessed this first hand; I have a friend in Costa Rica, and on his tree farm there are three cannabis plants (that he never planted) that are healthy, resiny
, and well over 12 feet tall! I should make plans to visit him again soon. Cannabis has been around in the wild for centuries and was reportedly cultivated in China as early as 500 B.C. Many cultures, including the Rastafarians of Jamaica and the Hindus of India (who drink a special buttermilk-like cannabis d
rink, byang) have developed deep relationships with this plant over an extended period of time. Today, most cannabis cultivation is large-scale production mostly relegated to the indoors, where smart, passionate growers are continually improving upon and creating new strains, each designed for specific 
experiences. On a personal note, of everyone I met during my journey, the growers were probably the most learned, creative, sometimes slightly crazy members of the cannabis community. I am in awe of what they know and can do. They have honed their craft so well they can get the plant to bloom and be
ar fruit earlier, in remarkable quantities, and often with greater potency. But they are not just helping plants to grow healthier and stronger. Many growers and their elected representatives are also at the forefront of pushing on antiquated policies, such as banking laws and the discrepancies between state a
nd federal legislation, to move the industry forward. Colorado House Representative Ed Perlmutter introduced a bill, twice, that proposed legitimate banking services for cannabis industries that run a legal, state-regulated business. But so far, the Rules Committee has blocked the legislation from even comi
ng up for a vote. Perlmutter has now banded with Congressional Representatives from Alaska and Washington, and continues to push fair banking legislation for the cannabis industry (Permutter 2017). Although the U.S. is a relatively new nation, cannabis has been around from the beginning. We have a co
mplicated history with marijuana, filled with love, then hate, then love again. But clearly the cannabis story didn’t start with the birth of our nation. Older  History of Cannabis The story of cannabis starts in China. The first reference to marijuana comes from China, where in 2737 B.C. Emperor Shen Nung 
mentions its promise as medicine; he writes that it aids gout, rheumatism, constipation, and other medical conditions (Joy and Mack 2001, 9). Ramses II and his contemporaries were apparently aware of the medicinal value of cannabis as well, because cannabis pollen dated 1213 B.C. was found on the
 entombed body of Ramses II. The Egyptians were ahead of their time because their uses for cannabis included the treatment of glaucoma, administer ing enemas, cooling the uterus, and controlling inflammation (Manniche 1989). Cannabis was apparently intro-duced to Europe by the Scythians (who
 came from present day Kazakhstan) around A.D. 500; a pot containing seeds and leaves was found near Berlin. Around that time, cannabis circulated  all throughout Northern Europe. According to Martin Booth in his illustrative book titled Cannabis: A History: “During the Middle Ages, hemp was ce
ntral to any herbalist’s medicine cabinet. William Turner, the naturalist considered the first English botanist, praises it in his New Herball, published i n 1538.” Turner wrote simply that cannabis was a healing herb. Cannabis moved around the world from cultures who embraced the plant to new arri
vals who saw its potential. For example, when Napoleon invaded Egypt in 1799, he brought along a group of scientists who discovered the Rosetta Stone. Guess what else they did? They took cannabis back home with them. Their investigation and study of cannabis led them to discover its pain-
relieving and sedative properties. This was just one more step towards the acceptance of cannabis in Western medicine (National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse 1972). The History of Cannabis in the United States In the U.S., cannabis has an equally fascinating history. The Spanis
h brought marijuana to the U.S. around 1545. Hemp, a sturdy plant that was easy to grow and extremely versatile, quickly became a popular crop ( Booth 2005). It was more than popular; it was required. The Jamestown colonists were ordered by the British to grow hemp in 1619; each landown
er had to cultivate 100 hemp plants for export. A decade later, Massachusetts and Connecticut landowners were required to grow hemp as well. H emp is woven into the fabric of America, literally and figuratively. From colonial times to the 1800s, it was estimated that well over 70% of U.S. wo
ven goods were made from hemp. A surprising number of products can be made from hemp, including building materials, industrial lubricants, p aper, health and beauty aids, and all types of ropes and fabrics. In fact, if you drive a Bugatti Veyron, Jaguar, Bentley, BMW 3 or 5, or Mercedes A
, C, or S Klasse, your driver’s side panel door is constructed of hemp fiber, which is a strong and lightweight material. More about hemp is cove red later in the chapter. Another milestone for cannabis is its listing in the prestigious publication U.S. Pharmacopoeia, a book whose goal was t
o standardize the uses of botanicals in medicine (Booth 2005, 659). From 1850 to 1937, marijuana was recognized as a remedy for numerous ail ments. According to Richard Glen Boire, JD and Kevin Feeney, JD in their publication Medical Marijuana Law: “By 1850, marijuana had made its 
way into the U.S. Pharmacopeia [an official public standards-setting authority for all prescription and over-the-counter medicines], which listed  marijuana as treatment for numerous afflictions, including: neuralgia, tetanus, typhus, cholera, rabies, dysentery, alcoholism, opiate addiction
, anthrax, leprosy, incontinence, gout, convulsive disorders, tonsillitis, insanity, excessive menstrual bleeding, and uterine bleeding, among ot hers.” It is interesting to note that opioid addiction was listed as a condition that could benefit from cannabis because today there is a vigorou
s debate as to whether cannabis is a good and viable replacement for opioids; there is also evidence that some opioid users do benefit from c annabis use. This means that from 1850 to roughly 1937, medical cannabis was available in many forms. It was produced by large pharmaceu
tical companies like Eli Lilly, Parke-Davis, Brothers Smith, and Tildens. At that point, one of the most popular products were tinctures (or dro ps). Interestingly, this form of medical cannabis is wildly popular today, especially for people who would prefer not to smoke. Not surprisingl
y, after the Marijuana Act of 1937 effectively stopped production and marked the beginning of the villainization of cannabis, it was made even  more official when cannabis was then removed from the U.S. Pharmacopeia in 1942. As mentioned, the Marijuana Tax Act of 1937 nearly de
alt recreational and medical cannabis and hemp a death blow, effectively stopping production by putting penalties in place for both users an d growers. And like so many ill-advised policies, this one started with cultural misunderstanding and racism. Beginning in 1910, there was a 
huge influx of Mexican immigrants looking for work or fleeing political violence during and after the Mexican Revolution. They used marijua na after a day’s work for medicine and relaxation. And even though cannabis was present in many American medicines at the time, “marijua
na”—a new, foreign, dangerous word and product—alarmed many and an active campaign to ban marihuana/marijuana began. These attitu des were exacerbated by a “jazz culture” in many urban cities where musicians were known to partake as well. Propaganda, in the form of 
sensationalistic movies such as Reefer Madness, fueled the fire of mistrust. There are also suggestions that Dupont lobbied for a ban on m arijuana in order to cripple the hemp trade. As the story goes, Dupont had developed synthetic fibers, including nylon, and the ban was on
e opportunistic way to gain market share. In 1970, Congress, acting under then-President Richard Nixon passed the Controlled Substances  Act (CSA) as a component of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act. Five schedules were created, and cannabis wa
s vengefully placed in a list of Schedule I drugs along with heroin and LSD. Schedule I drugs have “no currently accepted medical use” an d have a high potential for abuse. Even methadone, cocaine, and OxyContin are not listed as Schedule I drugs, but as Schedule II drugs (
DEA, “Drug Scheduling”). Schedule I: Drugs with no currently accepted medical use and a high potential for abuse. They are the most dan gerous drugs of all the drug schedules with potentially severe psychological or physical dependence. Schedule II: Drugs with a high pote
ntial for abuse, with use potentially leading to severe psychological or physical dependence. These drugs are also considered dangerous . Schedule III: Drugs with a moderate to low potential for physical and psychological dependence. Schedule III drugs’ abuse potential is l
ess than Schedule I and Schedule II drugs, but more than Schedule IV. Schedule IV: Drugs with a low potential for abuse and low risk of dependence. Schedule V: Drugs with lower potential for abuse than Schedule IV and consist of preparations containing limited quantities
 of certain narcotics. Schedule V drugs are generally used for antidiarrheal, antitussive, and analgesic purposes (DEA “A Tradition” and “Drug Scheduling”). In 1972, following on the heels of the creation of the CSA, Nixon commissioned a report on Marijuana and Drug Abu
se known as the Shafer Commission. Former Republican Governor Raymond Shafer headed the committee, and after extensive study, th e commission determined that the personal use of cannabis should be decriminalized, and penalties levied on non-violent drug offender
s should be reviewed. This was not at all what Nixon expected; he was livid with the findings and simply ignored the report and its reco mmendations (Frontline 1998). I’m sure many of you remember the ubiquitous 1980s anti-drug slogan “Just Say No” (to drugs) and the f
amous commercial of an egg frying in a pan with an ominous announcer saying, “this is your brain on drugs.” This sentiment—which c ontributed to the demonization of cannabis—was furthered by the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 and the Anti-Drug Abuse 
Act of 1986. The Comprehensive Crime Control Act increased federal penalties for simple possession and dealing and the Anti-Drug Ab use Act instituted mandatory sentencing and a requirement that three offenses meant a life sentence for repeat drug offenders and the 
death penalty for “drug kingpins” (Frontline 1998). Why are attitudes toward cannabis changing? In the U.S., medical marijuana became  legal for the first time in late 1996 in California via Proposition 215. Under this provision, if a California citizen obtained a physician’s r
ecommendation, the patient could possess and grow cannabis as long as they were receiving treatment for cancer, anorexia, AIDS, chr onic pain, spasticity, glaucoma, arthritis, migraine, or any other illness for which cannabis was recommended by their doctor (Joy and 
Mack 2001). Medical cannabis legalization in Califo rnia was the beginning of a major shift in public attitudes, as shortly thereafter— in 1998—the states of Alaska, Oregon, and Washington legalized medical mariju ana as well. To demonstrate this point more fully, a
n AARP poll in 2018 found that 80% of seniors supp ort cannabis with a doctor’s recommendation and 62% believe health insuran ce should cover medical cannabis. This poll also revealed that roughly 30% of respondents had tried cannabis at some point in
 their lives. Then, in a highly publicized TV event, Dr . Sanjay Gupta, who has become an outspoken proponent of the use of m edical cannabis, apologized on CNN for his lack of support for medical ca nnabis. In his own words, “I mistakenly believed the
 Drug Enforcement Agency listed marijuana as a Sc hedule I substance because of sound scientific proof. Surely, they m ust have quality reasoning as to why marijuana is in the category of t he most dangerous drugs that have ‘no accepted me
dicinal use and a high potential for abuse.’ They didn ’t have the science to support that claim, and I now know that whe n it comes to marijuana, neither of those things are true. It doesn’t have a high potential for abuse, and there are very le
gitimate medical applications...We have been terribly and systematically misled for nearly 70 years in the United State s, and I apologize for my own role in that” (Gupta 2013). Thirty s tates plus the District of Columbia have medical cann
abis programs: Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Ma ine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Montan a, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, 
New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pen nsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, Washington, Washingt on D.C., and West Virginia. Nine states plus the District o f Columbia have legal recreational cannabis programs:
 Alaska, California, Colorado, Maine, Massachusetts, Ne vada, Oregon, Vermont, Washington, and Washington D.C. But it isn’t just the medical benefits that are chang ing attitudes. There are serious social justice and finan
cial issues that are forcing another look at our policies. One factor that should definitely not be overlooked when viewing our sorry history with cannabis is the  human toll it has taken by imprisoning thousands of no
n-violent drug offenders, feeding the ever-hungry private prison system. Another shameful note is that peo ple of color have been arrested, charged, and imp risoned at a rate of well over three times that of white Am
ericans. Yet, usage rates between races is comparable. Fu rthermore, the amount of money devoted to dr ug enforcement is mind-boggling. In a June 20 14 ACLU report, it was estimated that law enforcement sp
ends over 3.6 billion dollars per year for marijuana posses sion alone! The report went on to say that so meone is arrested for possession in the U.S. every 51 seconds (Wing 2016). The lucrative private prison
 system is also to blame for mass imprisonment of cannabi s users. Did you know that although the U. S. has about 5% of the world’s population, that we house about 25% of the prison population (Gorman 
2014)? Compared with other developed nations, such as the  UK and Spain, we incarcerate more than  seven times as many prisoners. Even c ompared with Russia, the U.S. incarcerates 75% more inmat
es. Clearly, our prison system churns out income and marijua na users are simple targets to fill beds and coffers. In 2015, according to an o rganization called Human Rights Watch, law enforcement ma
de more than 500,000 arrests for simple cannabis possession for personal use. The number of arre sts for cannabis is nearly 15% highe r than all arrests for violent crimes, including murder, rape, an
d serious assaults. Because the private prison system needs in mates to be profitable, as cannabis  is legalized or decriminalized, the  private prison system faces serious losses. Legislation World
wide Of course, the U.S. is not the only nation figuring out how cannabis fits into the national la ndscape. A number of countries  have already been experimenting with new legislation and inno
vative ideas. Let’s look at a few of them. Uruguay Uruguay becam e the first nation to legalize ca nnabis in 2014. Popular leader  Pepe Mujica spearheaded the efforts to legalize cannabis becau
se Mujica wanted to stop the black market and because he believe d in cannabis for health issu es. The plan was to have adu lt citizens over the age of 18 register with a national registry. Once
 they registered, they could visit participating pharmacies and could  purchase up to 40 grams of cannabis per month. 40 grams is roughly 1 1/2 ounces, which is a lot of cannabis for most u
sers to consume in a month. And this amount of cannabis was being  sold at the bargain price  of $1.30 per gram! For c omparison’s sake, if you were to walk into a Colorado dispensary, co
mparable product would cost six times as much (on sale). This bargai n price was intentional,  as it was thought this would cut out the black market. After Mujica left office, it was left to Ta
bare Vasquez—an oncologist by trade—to institute the program. While  there was widesprea d support among the population to put the program in place as soon as possible, Vasquez w
as dragging his feet because the idea of smoking cannabis challenged h is training as an onc ologist. But in the en d, he relented, and a few pharmacies joined the program to popular deli
ght. In addition to being able to purchase cheap cannabis at pharmacies, Uruguayan citizens  are also allowed t o join cannabis-growing clubs that can grow up to 99 plants per year. Can
nabis clubs are private “citizen only” entities that one pays an admission c harge to join. The  clubs grow cann abis together, split their harvest amongst members (and reportedly have g
reat dinner parties). Although it looks like the overall program is rolling out smoothly—albe it slowly—a rec ent challenge is banking, which has caused pharmacies to slow enrollment i
n the program. We’ll see how it all evolves, but it appears that Uruguay will c ontinue to be a  cannabis trail blazer. Other Countries of Latin America Several Latin American countries, in
cluding Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Colombia, and, most recently, Peru (C BD only) have  legalized the  use of medical cannabis; other countries in this region may follow suit soon. 
Mexico has also floated the idea of legalizing cannabis at resorts to induce touri sm and to c ut down on the illegal cannabis trade. Canada As expected, Canada legalized recreational a
nd medical cannabis for adult citizens (age 18 or 19 depending on the province) i n summer 2018. The o fficial date for the rollout of legal cannabis is October 17, 2018 and the world watc
hes with great interest. This is a cannabis game changer, as Canada becomes the second co untry in th e world (Uruguay was first) and the first member of the G-7 to legalize cannabis. Al
ong with Australia, Canada has one of the highest cannabis consumption rates in th e world. When Ju stin Trudeau became Prime Minister, one of his announcements was that Canada pl
anned to legalize both recreational and medical marijuana across all provinces. Initiall y, it wa s sugge sted that implementation could take place in summer 2018, but several law enforceme
nt groups have asked to delay the program so they can better train their officers to han dle iss ues su ch as citizens driving under the influence of cannabis. These voices were considered, b
ut the momentum for legalization was too great to tolerate any major delays. As they roll out le galiza tion, they realize that this means big business and a unique opportunity to carve out busi
ness opportunities for small, specialized producers and services. Through an innovative s yste m of  “micro-licensing,” the following businesses will be given an opportunity to flourish: Small
-scale growers Growers of starter materials, such as nurseries, that offer seeds, clones, and see dlin gs (starter plants) Industrial hemp growers Small scale micro-processors Several of their lar
ger cannabis companies are making deals to cross borders and are positioning their growers to ex port large quantities of product. If they continue at this pace, Canada is likely to become a mar
ket leader in the cannabis world. Europe Germany already allows for medical cannabis and it is lik el y they will legalize cannabis soon. It is also notable that it looks like Germany will require insura
nce companies to pay for the medicine. Also, for users who do not have a medical prescription fo r  medical cannabis, it is considered “self-harm” to use cannabis recreationally rather than a crime. 
Switzerland has taken a purely economic approach; they are legalizing and taxing all THC products , regardless of potency. It is said that Austria may be inspired by this approach as well. Spain has d
ecriminalized the possession and use of marijuana, but it cannot be consumed in public. Because of  a legal loophole, hundreds of private cannabis clubs have sprung up; these clubs must be non-profi
t and only serve adults. In part, because of their cannabis clubs, Spain is becoming a popular cannabis  tourist destination. Italy was slow to engage in the conversation about cannabis, but in an interesting 
twist, they have involved their military in the growth of medical cannabis. They want to stop the flow of c annabis from other nations and focus on growing high-CBD plants versus plants high in THC. Holland all
ows for consumption of cannabis and hash (which is concentrated, pasty, high-THC cannabis) in “coffee sh ops” and currently possession of 5 grams or under has been decriminalized. This system has been in place
 since the ’70s, but recently there has  been a crackdown on publi c consumption (especially i nvolving tourists) in border cities, su
ch as Hague. Offenders are s ubject to a fine. It w ill also come as no  surprise that some of the m
ost knowledgeable undergrou nd growers h ave set up sh op in Holland and some of the
 best seeds and cuttings are ava ilable her e. This ha s happened because, strangely, 
although consumption is acknowle dged  and  tolerated, it is technically illegal to
 grow cannabis in Holland. This is cal l e d their “backdoor problem”; some loc
al mayors have allowed and encouraged  small grow operations to supply produ
ct to “coffee shops.” On a national level, th ere is pending legislation to allow for grow
ers, but it is likely to take years before it passe s. Portugal has taken the novel approach of de
criminalizing all drugs and they treat drug use as a  medical/health issue and not a crime. If anyone is
 caught with a 10-day supply of any drug (or less), the y are referred to a treatment team who determines wh
ether the user should go to treatment. The treatment team is composed of three people, namely a social worker, a ps
ychiatrist, and an attorney. This small group, in consultation wi th the user, decides on small fines or free treatment options. M
any users are simply fined and sent on their way. The UK currently prohibits the use, growing, sale, or possession of cannabis. Law enf
orcement has leeway to issue a warning—generally if the user has 1 ounc e or less—but if larger amounts are involved, fines and prison sentences 
are common. On the medical front, the UK is receiving pressure from patients, s uch as those afflicted with epilepsy, to be allowed to use cannabis. These grass
root pleas are being taken seriously, so we’ll see if the UK changes policies regarding  medical cannabis. Eastern Bloc Most countries in the Eastern Bloc have been slow to
 allow medical or recreational cannabis, though citizen’s groups in favor of allowing medical m arijuana are gaining traction. However, the Czech Republic and Poland now allow for the use of
 medical cannabis (but in the Czech Republic, cannabis is expensive and often has to be imported). On a more p rogressive note, Croatia and Macedonia have recently allowed cannabis for therapeutic uses and product is avai
lable in pharmacies. Serbia and Slovenia have recently legalized select cannabis products as well. The Caribbean The us e and possession of cannabis in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands remains illegal (although in the Virgin Islands, p
ossession of up to 1 ounce is decriminalized). In Jamaica, many visitors are surprised to learn that cannabis—thou g h  a major part of Jamaican culture and the Rastafarian religion—is technically illegal (but in practical terms, possess
ion of small amounts is overlooked or taken care of with an official or “unofficial” fine). It is also likely that Jama ica  an d surrounding nations with strong tourist economies will legalize cannabis soon, as they are eyeing cannabis t
ourism to kick-start their economy. Other more conservative Caribbean nations, including Cuba, Barbados, and D omini ca, simply consider cannabis to be illegal. Australia/New Zealand Australia has one of the highest rates of c
annabis use in the world. It is estimated that over a third of adults 21 and older have used cannabis; Aus tralia’s n ative po pulation has even higher use rates. In 2016, medical cannabis was legalized, and there is great momentu
m to legalize and regulate recreational cannabis as well; this movement is spearheaded by a large nu mber of Au stralian ca nnabist activist groups. Individual states and territories enact and enforce their own unique regulatio
ns, which are largely focused on rendering small fines and recommending treatment options or si mply taking a  “live and let  live” approach. In New Zealand only synthetic cannabis formulated with THC and CBD by an appr
oved pharmaceutical company is allowed for medical patients. But New Zealanders overwhelmi ngly support leg alizing cannabis  for adults and major change is expected in the short term. Asia Asia continues to have strict, e
ven draconian, laws regarding cannabis. Except for Cambodia (where cannabis is becoming more and more po pular with their yo uth to the point where it is consumed publicly) and India (where deep cultural traditions of va
rious methods of consumption, such as the revered drink byang), enforcement of existing l aws has become nea rly impossible and ce rtainly impractical. Africa South Africa is one of the largest cannabis growers in the world 
because the climate is well-suited to the plant. Only recently have South African govern ment studies been comm issioned to determine if c annabis should be partially legalized for medical issues. An important personal possess
ion case in the courts was filed in March 2017, which could pave the way for private, p ersonal use. The case was upheld, but still needs confir med by the Constitutional Court and then an additional 24 months must pass in order f
or Parliament to enact legislation; but it looks like change is imminent. Other African  nations have declared cannab is illegal, but some don’t truly pu rsue enforcement. However, a few interesting developments include: Lesotho, which
 borders South Africa, has long been a major grower and clandestine exporter to S outh Africa, but the government is  looking to legitimize and regulate gr owers. In Morocco, cannabis remains illegal, but because such a large amount of h
ash is produced there, the government is exploring legalization and turns a blind eye to growing and modest consumpt ion. Malawi’s three main exports are fish, t ea, and cannabis (also known as chamba) and the government takes a largely ha
nds-off approach. A world-renowned high-sativa strain called Malawi Gold origi nates here and has become so popular th at underground cannabis tourism is growing. In  addition, Malawi is embarking on a pilot hemp-growing program. Ghana boast
s a large number of users and public support for legalization, but government al and religious agencies are offering stiff opp osition. Swaziland has commissioned a government ag ency to study legalization. This has happened several times before, so it is un
certain if any changes will occur. Antarctica Antarctica technically has no go verning body, but visitors and researchers must abi de by the laws of their native land. However, there is no enforc ement of these rules and a friend of mine who spent months there said many
 of the visitors find ingenious ways to bring cannabis with them. He created some very powerful clear tincture and simply brought it with him in a water bottle. It lasted him for months! A final interesting note is that some nations export medical cannabis. They include Canada, Uruguay, the UK, and the Net
herlands. Three additional nations that are likely to start exporting medical cannabis are Australia, Israel, and Colombia. Because it is such a lucr ative crop, nations who import medical cannabis are likely to consider internal production soon. The complicated history of this simple plant is certainly not ove
r. The next decade will be a busy one for cannabis legislation, production, and products. Oh, and knowledge. We are going to learn a lot about this plant in the months and years to come. Hemp Technically, hemp, cannabis, and marijuana (oh my!) are not different. That is, hemp is cannabis and marijuana . . 
. and marijuana is cannabis and hemp. But hemp is only one type of cannabis and contains minor or trace amounts of THC. And marijuana is simply another word for cannabis, though most people have an image of an illicit drug with psychoactive properties when they hear the word marijuana. Hemp is non
-psychoactive and is an amazingly adaptable, valuable crop that was caught up in the prohibition of marijuana. We discussed the history of hemp and its place in American history, but here we will go into a bit more depth. Hemp is a plant, but it is also food and the basis for tens of thousands of products. It 
is one of the oldest crops that humans have cultivated, and you may recall that some reports have dated it back to 5000 B.C. in China. Around 500 B.C., the Greeks reported on the many uses of hemp—even touting its medicinal benefits. In medieval Europe, citizens cooked with hemp, using it in soup or as 
a filling for pies. As the New World was being discovered, hemp was widely and regularly used on ships. In fact, the ropes on Columbus’s ships were made of hemp. And artists such as Van Gogh would paint on canvases that were blended from hemp and linen (Carbonnel 1980; “Painting Surfaces”). Also, 
as mentioned earlier, the Spanish brought hemp to the Americas in about 1545, and American colonists were required to plant hemp for England—they could even pay their taxes in hemp. Like me, you are probably thinking, “With a history of so many beneficial uses and such wide acceptance, why is hemp
 use and growth even controversial in the U.S. today?” The answer is that many parts of the hemp plant were not distinguished from psychotropic cannabis, and under the Marihuana Act of 1937, it was made ridiculously expensive via an excessive tax. All of this means that hemp simply became too expens
ive to farm. Hemp had a short-lived revival from 1942 to 1957, when the U.S. government encouraged farmers to grow hemp because of World War II. Since many resources were scarce, farmers were being asked to grow hemp for rope, canvas, and uniforms. There was even a campy movie that the governm
ent produced called Hemp for Victory. But once the war was over and the need for hemp had decreased, propaganda that tied hemp to its close cousin marijuana, began in earnest. Evocative journalism, combined with movies such as Reefer Madness and Marijuana: The Devil’s Weed depicted marijuana as 
being responsible for wildly irrational behavior, accidents, and sexual promiscuity. Affected by damaging publicity and a decreasing market, by the late 1950s most hemp processors went out of business. Even today, the hemp lobby is still trying to differentiate itself from other forms of cannabis. The U.S. a
ttitude toward hemp is an anomaly: We are the only industrialized nation that prohibits the production of hemp (in nearly 1/3 of the country). But we can—and do—import hemp products and raw materials from many other countries, including China, the largest exporter of hemp and related products in the w
orld. Hemp can be used for everything from the door panels of cars to health and beauty aids, as well as one of the most popular products on the market today: hemp/CBD oil. Hemp is often confused with marijuana because they both come from cannabis plants, but hemp has no, or only trace amounts, of 
THC; most states mandate that hemp must contain less than 0.3% THC. It bears repeating: You cannot get high from hemp. But it does contain CBD, which has health benefits for many. Hemp is also a viable, profitable crop for farmers because it is naturally pest resistant. It grows quickly, so it makes a gre
at crop when rotating the fields, and some farmers have found it to be a good replacement for crops in decline, such as tobacco. To date, 33 states and Puerto Rico have introduced pro-hemp legislation, and 24 states have defined industrial hemp as distinct from other strains of cannabis. In addition, some 
states are allowing universities to team up with hemp farmers to produce hemp for research. Over the next few years, many of us feel that hemp will go back to its roots and once again become an accepted, appreciated crop across the nation. Profile THE RACIST ROOTS OF CANNABIS PROHIBITION DR. B
ARNEY WARF, University of Kansas, Geography Department I am a professor and have spent my career in academia. I am also a scholar of cannabis and an outspoken advocate for its legalization. I came to view cannabis not simply in personal terms, but as a social issue deeply intertwined with debates ov
er social justice, inequality, racial relations, and imprisonment. As an adolescent, I smoked cannabis simply because it was fun. Yet, as a social scientist, I gradually came to see cannabis as something more than a source of pleasure. I became curious about its history, how it entered the U.S., and why it wa
s illegal. It dawned on me that the war against cannabis was about something greater; that is, about racial injustice and the dysfunctional American judicial system. From the beginning, attempts to criminalize it were based on racist stereotypes. The war on cannabis is largely a war on racial minorities. Cari
ng about this injustice led me to advocate cannabis legalization as a human rights issue. The federal government subsidized tobacco for years, which has killed millions, yet classifies cannabis as a Schedule I drug, along with heroin and LSD, although there has never been a confirmed case of anyone dyin
g from using it. The hypocrisy and denial of science, let alone the horrific impacts on people’s lives, are intolerable. To view cannabis in this light—in social terms—is to shed light on the racist politics that underpin the war against it. Profile MY PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP WITH THE CANNABIS PLANT SIST
ER KATE, Sister of the Valley, Sellers of Cannabinoid Tinctures and Salves When I was only 40 years old, I started experiencing serious menopause symptoms. I had recently made a major change and moved my whole family across the ocean to Amsterdam. It was a big change with three children under age
 five and a budding consulting firm to run. The stress from it all threw me into premature menopause, the doctors mused. It was the sleeplessness that was making me crazy and I complained to my doctor that the sleeplessness was going to ruin my marriage. He asked me if I ever smoked cannabis and wh
en I said I had, recreationally, he said I should try having it “medically” before going to bed—a whole joint. He also advised me to give up alcohol and caffeine, and it turned out to be a winning combination. I got my life back because I got my sleep back. A decade later, I used the cannabis plant to get my ne
phew off of heroin. He had been using for more than five years when I got him. I also moved to California and founded a Sisterhood that grows and makes healing products out of high-CBD cannabis. We believe the cannabis plant is most effective when combined with other health-taking measures. We belie
ve the cannabis plant to be intelligent and cooperative. You can, for example, be putting any kind of pharmaceuticals into your body and the plant medicine cooperates with that; you can be trying to reverse cancer through diet and cannabis would cooperate with that. Profile FOSTERING EQUALITY AND OP
PORTUNITY EBELE IFEDIGBO, Co-Founder / Co-Executive Director, The Hood Incubator Ebele Ifedigbo spearheads The Hood Incubator’s business development and fundraising efforts. Ifedigbo is a Yale M.B.A. graduate committed to using business to foster innovation and racial equity in cannabis. Ifedigb
o has served as an NAACP Economics Fellow, working to develop federal and state policies and programs aimed at closing the national Racial Wealth Divide. Ifedigbo’s other professional experiences include working as a finance analyst at Ameriprise Financial, a legal and compliance summer analyst at G
oldman Sachs, and an M.B.A. summer intern for worker cooperative development organization Project Equity. Ifedigbo received a joint B.A. in Economics and Philosophy with a minor in African Studies from Columbia University in New York City, and in June 2017 was awarded the highly competitive Echoin
g Green global social entrepreneurship fellowship on behalf of The Hood Incubator. In October 2017, Entrepreneur Magazine honored Ifedigbo as one of 2017’s Most Daring Entrepreneurs, along with Jeff Bezos, Issa Rae, Elon Musk, and other global innovators. In November 2017, Ifedigbo was named to the 
2017 Full Color 50 List and the 2018 Forbes 30 Under 30 List. When I spoke with Ifedigbo, I asked what the drive was to become a part of the cannabis community. At my core, I’m committed to Black people’s economic freedom. From a young age, my dad would drive me around our low income Black neighb
orhood on the east side of Buffalo and passionately point out that the most prevalent businesses in the community—payday lenders, rent-to-own shops, check cash stores, and corner stores—often served to siphon much-needed economic resources out of the community rather than help it thrive. Seeing t
hat dynamic first-hand, and later learning about the systemic realities of the racial wealth divide and how the drug war has contributed to fundamental economic disparities, catalyzed my passion for racial and economic justice. In my career and academic endeavors, my guiding question has been, “Can bus
iness actually serve the ends of racial justice—if so, how?” While studying this question in business school, I had my ah-ha moment of realizing that the legalizing marijuana industry is the perfect opportunity to building economic and political power for Black communities and to repair the harms of the dru
g war. From then on, I hustled to figure out the best model for increasing Black participation in the industry, and that led to the creation of The Hood Incubator. Profile CHAMPIONING FREEDOM FOR FARMERS COURTNEY MORAN, Hemp Attorney Courtney N. Moran, LL.M., founding principal of EARTH Law
, LLC, found her passion for cannabis law reform after reading The Emperor Wears No Clothes by Jack Herer and Chris Conrad. While attending a plant biology class at Marquette University, her class assignment was to write a paper about a plant—Courtney chose cannabis and wrote about the environmen
tal benefits it provides, verifying everything she learned from Jack’s and Chris’s book in scientific literature. Her advocacy never stopped. During law school at St. Thomas University, Courtney interned for Keith Stroup at NORML, and she now serves on the Board of Directors. Courtney continued to focus h
er education on industrial hemp, completing the world’s first industrial hemp university course at Oregon State University, and focusing her Master of Laws in Environmental and Natural Resources Law program at Lewis and Clark Law School on Industrial Hemp Law, graduating magna cum laude. Since Co
urtney began her career, her firm, EARTH Law, LLC, remains dedicated to championing legal policy for a sustainable cannabis hemp industry. Courtney has shared her passion through producing educational conferences during Hemp History Week, and founding the non-profits Oregon Hemp Industries As
sociation and the Oregon Industrial Hemp Farmers Association. Courtney also had her law review article, “Industrial Hemp: Canada Exports, United States Imports” published in the Fordham Environmental Law Review. Courtney has achieved momentous legislative strides in several states that passed legi
slation establishing industrial hemp as an agricultural commodity and providing for the foundation of industrial hemp programs. She continues to work to bring hemp legalization to states throughout the U.S., not only through strategic lobbying efforts but also as co-petitioner of the Relegalizing Industrial 
Hemp Project, a formal administrative rulemaking petition to the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency that will remove industrial hemp from the Controlled Substances Act. Chapter 2 THE SCIENCE OF CANNABIS Let’s spend a bit of time understanding what is in cannabis and understanding its active compound
s. Cannabis is a group of plants that, as one of its nicknames suggests, grow like weeds. There are three main types of cannabis plants—cannabis sativa (suh-tee-vuh), cannabis indica (in-dik-uh) and cannabis ruderalis (roo-der-al-is). In addition, there are hundreds of hybrid cannabis plants that are blends 
of sativa, indica, and/or ruderalis plants. Today, the majority of cannabis plants by far are hybrids, but sativas and indicas are still very easy to find, with ruderalis being less common. There are hundreds of chemical compounds in cannabis, but we are going to focus on THC (tetrahydrocannabinol, pronoun
ced tet-rah-hi-dro-kah-nab-i-nol) and CBD (cannabidiol, pronounced can-na-bid-e-all), the two compounds that are associated, respectively, with being high and pain relief. It’s worth exploring each of these plants and the compounds they contain so that you can understand the traits associated with each pl
ant. There are hundreds of chemical compounds in cannabis; these are known as cannabinoids. Cannabinoids are simply the organic compounds that occur in the cannabis plant, such as THC, CBD, hemp oil, terpenes, and flavonoids (Watts 2006). THC THC is the chemical compound in cannabis that will g
ive you a euphoric high. THC attaches to an element in your brain and surrounding tissues that impacts your perceptions. Some would say it alters your reality (usually for around 1 to 3 hours if smoked or vaped). An example of these exaggerated effects from pop culture would be the way the character Spi
coli acts in Fast Times at Ridgemont High or any character in a Cheech and Chong movie. Of course, in the real world, THC can be helpful for pain management, sleeplessness, appetite stimulation, and relaxation. CBD CBD, on the other hand, is an active chemical compound found in the stalks, flowers, ste
ms, resin, and seeds of cannabis plants that has analgesic, anti-inflammatory, and anti-anxiety properties that occur without making the user high. For many of us with aches and pains, CBD attacks the inflammation in our bodies, allowing us to relax and sleep, thereby letting the body heal itself. Like ibupr
ofen, Tylenol, and Motrin, CBD reduces inflammation, but it does so naturally and apparently with no long-term consequences, while commercial analgesics are said to be taxing on the stomach, kidney, and liver over the long term. Hemp oil, which is also known as CBD oil, is obtained by pressing hemp sta
lks, stems, flower, seeds, and resin and gathering the oil. It will not get you high and should not be confused with hash oil, which does contain THC and will give you the typical psychoactive effects. Some CBD products only contain oil from the seeds, which is not considered as effective as oil derived from


